[Thumb reconstruction using a neurovascular pedicled island flap].
Since June 1983, seven kinds of neurovascular pedicled island flaps have been applied for thumb reconstruction in 14 cases with satisfied results. The donor flaps were from dorsum of index finger in 4 cases, from radial aspect of index in 3 cases, from both the dorsum and the radial aspect of index in 2 cases, from the dorsum and radial aspect of the index finger and the radial aspect of long finger in 2 cases, from the ulnar aspect of the index and the radial aspect of long finger in 2 cases, and from the radial aspect of forearm in 1 case. In other case, the thumb was reconstructed by an osteocutaneous flap arising from radial aspect of forearm. The procedures are faster, simpler and safer than the microsurgical flap transfer: the contour and function are better than those of traditional tube-pedicle graft.